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Abstract

In the Japanese language, particles and auxil-
iary verbs in utterances tend to vary depend-
ing on the speaker’s gender. Thus, the lin-
guistic expressions within the utterance are
an important hint in identifying the speaker.
This research proposes a method for identi-
fying the speaker in novels using linguistic
expressions within the utterances that reflect
the gender. We constructed a dataset of utter-
ances with gender-specific linguistic expres-
sions by automatically collecting utterances
from novels that contained the first-person
pronouns “俺 (ore)” or “私 (watashi)”, con-
sidering that “俺 (ore)” is primarily used by
males and “私 (watashi)” is primarily used by
females. We fine-tuned a BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019)-based gender-specific language model
that classifies the gender of the speaker of a
given utterance using this dataset as the train-
ing data. The fine-tuned gender classification
model achieved an accuracy of 87.9% when
evaluating the utterances of two main charac-
ters in a Japanese romance novel, demonstrat-
ing that this gender classification model is ef-
fective in speaker identification.

1 Introduction

Novels are valuable resources for enriching dialogue
systems. Various characters converse with each
other in novels, and their behaviors are described in
the narratives. If such information is appropriately
extracted, it can be used in dialogue systems and var-
ious research such as personality analysis. Dialogue
systems are required to respond appropriately to the

users’ utterances, and it is also expected to have a
specific personality. To train dialogue models, it
is necessary to collect dialogue data from web ser-
vices such as Twitter and Reddit (Serban et al., 2015;
Mazaré et al., 2018). However, these dialogue
data are insufficient for training dialogue models ca-
pable of acting as if they have specific personali-
ties. This problem is simply because these dialogue
data consist of a mixture of utterances of numerous
personalities and are difficult to utilize as a source
for building dialogue models with specific person-
alities. Considering the preceding discussion, it is
required to prepare dialogue data that are accompa-
nied by profiles (Zhang et al., 2018; Sugiyama et al.,
2021). Crowdsourcing is commonly used to collect
such dialogue data with profile information. How-
ever, crowdsourcing large scale dialogue data with
profile information is extremely expensive.

Considering this limitation, this paper introduced
an approach for gathering dialogue data from nov-
els, examining the task of speaker identification in
novels to generate persona data. Previous work on
speaker identification in English novels (O’Keefe et
al., 2012; Muzny et al., 2017) relied heavily on nar-
rative elements surrounding the target utterance and
the utterances before and after it. However, the tar-
get utterance itself was not effectively used. Here, it
is important to note that, in the Japanese language,
particles and auxiliary verbs in utterances differ de-
pending on the speaker’s gender (Miyazaki et al.,
2015; Murai, 2018). Thus, the linguistic expres-
sions within the utterance are also an essential clue
in speaker identification.

This paper proposes a method to identify the



First-Person Pronouns Example Sentences Significant Words

“俺” (ore)
(typical for males)

俺の番だな
ore no ban da na (It is my turn)

na, ze
俺は家に戻るぜ

ore wa ie ni modoru ze (I am going home)

“私” (watashi)
(typical for females)

私の番だね
watashi no ban da ne (It is my turn)

ne, wa
私は家に戻るわ

watashi wa ie ni modoru wa (I am going home)

Table 1: Significant Words for First-Person Pronouns “俺 (ore) ” and “私 (watashi)”

speaker in novels, which uses the linguistic ex-
pressions within the utterance that reflect the gen-
der. We gathered utterances within novels con-
taining gender-specific linguistic expressions on a
large scale, concentrating on the first-person pro-
nouns within sentences as signals. In the Japanese
language, there are numerous varieties of personal
pronouns. Personal pronouns in Japanese can ap-
proximately indicate various attributes, such as gen-
der, age, temperament, and characters’ social sta-
tus. Significantly, the first-person pronouns “俺
(ore)” and “私 (watashi)” are remarkably contrast-
ing, with “俺 (ore)” being primarily used by males
and “私 (watashi)” being primarily used by females.
As shown in Table 1, terms commonly used by
males frequently occur in utterances containing “
俺 (ore)”, whereas terms commonly used by fe-
males frequently appear in utterances containing “私
(watashi)”. Thus, we constructed a dataset of utter-
ances containing gender-specific language expres-
sions by automatically collecting utterances from
novels that contained the first-person pronouns “俺
(ore)” or “私 (watashi)”. We fine-tuned a BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019)-based gender-specific language
model that classifies the speaker’s gender of a given
utterance using linguistic expressions within the ut-
terance as clues1. In this research, we refer to this
gender-specific language model as the gender clas-
sification model.

The fine-tuned gender classification model was
evaluated against the utterances of two main char-
acters in a Japanese romantic novel. The re-
sults showed that the fine-tuned gender classification

1In both training and testing, the first-person pronouns “俺
(ore)” and “私 (watashi)” of the input sentence were replaced
with the [MASK] token.

model achieved an accuracy of 87.9%, indicating
that this model is effective in speaker identification.
Additionally, we found that the speaker alternation
constraint employed in previous studies (He et al.,
2013) and the constraint on personal nouns within
utterances improve the speaker identification perfor-
mance.

2 Related Works

Previous studies on constructing Japanese persona
datasets have usually relied on crowdsourcing to
gather sentences that reflect a given personality.
Sugiyama et al. (2021) used crowdsourcing to create
100 different personalities and collected a total of
61,794 utterances in 5,000 dialogues. They set the
unit price at 300 yen (approximately three dollars)
per dialogue. Ishii et al. (2021) proposed the use
of role play-based question-answering to efficiently
gather paired utterances expressing an anime charac-
ter’s personality. Users who were familiar with the
anime character provided them with 15,112 of these
utterance pairs for free. However, finding relevant
users who are familiar with such characters and then
collecting utterance pairs using the same cost-free
method are difficult.

Two corpora that could be used for speaker iden-
tification in Japanese novels are Aozora Bunko2

and the balanced corpus of contemporary written
Japanese (BCCWJ) (Maekawa et al., 2014). Ao-
zora Bunko is a Japanese digital library that contains
thousands of out-of-copyright Japanese works. BC-
CWJ3 is a Japanese first 100 million words balanced
corpus covering 2,663 novels (published between
1976 and 2005) and 270,388 individual utterances,

2https://www.aozora.gr.jp/
3https://clrd.ninjal.ac.jp/bccwj/



Example Sentences
Speaker
(gender)

Personal Nouns
(Japanese/Pronunciation/English)

わたしは背が高すぎて、
お姉様の服は着られませんから......

(I am too tall to wear your clothes. ......)
Marie

(female)

わたし/“watashi”/I
お姉様/“one-sama”/sister

......キュロス様は、今、どちらに......？
(Where ...... is Mr. Kyuros now ......?)

キュロス様/“Kyurosu-sama”/Mr. Kyuros

どうもありがとう、使用人のお嬢さん。
(Thank you very much, servant girl.) Kyuros

(male)

お嬢さん/“ojo-san”/girl

おはよう、マリー。
(Good morning, Marie.)

マリー/“mari”/Marie

Table 2: Examples of the Annotation of Utterances Within the Novel for Evaluation

each linked to the speaker and some attributes (gen-
der, age group, occupation, and so on) (Yamazaki
et al., 2018). Both Aozora Bunko and BCCWJ offer
collections of older novels, and many utterances are
written in a different style compared with those in
contemporary novels. Therefore, these corpora are
not appropriate for gathering distinctive characters’
utterances, such as those in anime and comics.

Early works on quote attribution in English novels
focused on textual indications to determine the men-
tion corresponding to the speaker of a quote (Elson
and McKeown, 2010; Muzny et al., 2017). They
mainly used patterns like quote-mention-verb and
dependency parses to extract mentions and speak-
ers. Only vocatives were extracted from the utter-
ance and were incorporated in the classification of
the next speaker or the listener as features within the
utterance (He et al., 2013; Yeung and Lee, 2017);
however, linguistic styles such as auxiliary verbs
were not used in the task for English novels.

In the field of a character’s linguistic style anal-
ysis, Miyazaki et al. (2016) identified 13 categories
of linguistic peculiarities that can be used to identify
the linguistic styles of most Japanese fictional char-
acters. Akama et al. (2018) proposed style-sensitive
word vectors that capture the stylistic similarity be-
tween two words. To measure the intensity of the
persona characteristics of an utterance, Miyazaki et
al. (2021) proposed a persona speaker probability
that distinguishes the persona of the speaker of each
utterance. In contrast to their method that classi-
fies utterances into specific characters, our proposed
method classifies the speaker of the utterances as
male or female.

3 The Novel for Analysis

To evaluate the performance of speaker identifica-
tion by the gender classification model and other
additional constraints, we selected a contemporary
novel4 with a romance theme between two main
characters — an aristocratic man (“Kyuros”) and an
aristocratic woman (“Marie”).

3.1 Annotation

The first author of the paper is the annotator of our
dataset. Quotes in Japanese text were represented by
“「” at the start and “」” at the end, and we describe
such utterance as a quote. Table 2 shows exam-
ples of the annotation. The annotator was instructed
to associate the following attributions to each utter-
ance.

• Speaker Name of the Utterance
The speaker of the utterance was identified by a
unique name. Utterances by characters whose
names were not mentioned in the novel, such as
store clerks and crowds, were labeled as “Oth-
ers”.

• Personal Nouns appearing within the Utter-
ance
Personal nouns, such as first- and second-
person pronouns, were extracted from the ut-
terance. Personal nouns such as “会社員
(kaishain)” (company employee) and “使用
人 (shiyonin)” (servant) were not tagged in
this context because they were mentioned in
the same way by any speaker. However,

4https://ncode.syosetu.com/n1860fv/



Type
Number of
dialogues

Number of
utterances

by Marie (female)
and Kyuros (male)

Number of
utterances

by characters
other than

Marie (female)
and Kyuros (male)

Dialogues consisting
of utterances only
by Marie (female)
and Kyuros (male)

Two speakers take
turns alternately

(speaker alternation
constraint satisfied)

298 900 0

One speaker continues
more than one utterance

(speaker alternation
constraint unsatisfied)

(1)
(consisting of
utterances by

one speaker only)

2 0

Total 298 (+1) 902 0
Dialogues including characters other than

Marie (female) or Kyuros (male)
504 821 851

Isolated single utterance immediately
preceded/followed by narratives

0 485 426

Total 504 1,306 1,277

Table 3: Statistics of the Dataset [Focusing on utterances by “Marie” (female) or “Kyuros” (male), where we ex-
clusively evaluate utterances by “Marie” (female) or “Kyuros” (male) in this research. A total of 902 utterances of
the upper half of the table were evaluated with the speaker alternation constraint (Figure 2), whereas a total of 1,306
utterances of the lower half of the table were NOT evaluated with the speaker alternation constraint (Figure 3).]

when suffixes (for example, representing po-
liteness) were added to those personal nouns,
such as “会社員さん (kaishain-san)” (com-
pany employee + politeness) and “使用人く
ん (shiyonin-kun)” (servant + politeness), those
personal nouns were also extracted because
suffixes often help readers identify the speaker.

3.2 Dataset

We obtained 3,993 utterances as a consequence of
the annotation, in which the speaker and personal
nouns within the utterance were linked. The main
characters were “Marie” (female), and “Kyuros”
(male). Of the 3,993 utterances, 1,178 were by
“Marie” (female) and 1,030 by “Kyuros” (male),
and the remaining 1,785 utterances were by minor
characters 5. In this research, the performance of
the speaker identification was exclusively evaluated
on the 2,208 utterances by “Marie” (female) and
“Kyuros” (male). Due to the gender classification
model’s constraints on input token size, only 32 to-

5Of the 1,785 utterances, 1,277 of the dialogues were with
“Marie” (female) or “Kyuros” (male) and the remaining 508
utterances were from other dialogues. (shown in the lower half
of Table 3)

kens from the beginning of the utterance were used
for classification.

Table 3 shows the dataset statistics, focusing on
utterances by “Marie” (female) or “Kyuros” (male).
The upper half of the table shows the number of di-
alogues and utterances consisting only of utterances
by “Marie” (female) or “Kyuros” (male), whereas
the lower half shows that of dialogues including
characters other than “Marie” (female) or “Kyuros”
(male) and the number of isolated single utterances
immediately preceded/followed by narratives. The
upper half of Table 3 shows that the speaker alter-
nation constraint (described in section 5) was sat-
isfied for almost all the dialogues consisting only
of utterances by “Marie” (female) and “Kyuros”
(male). Those consecutive utterances to which the
speaker alternation constraint could be applied were
those immediately preceding or immediately follow-
ing another utterance, where isolated single utter-
ances immediately preceded/followed by narratives
were excluded.

Table 4 shows the statistics for the utterances
subject to the constraint on personal nouns within
quotes (described in section 6). Utterances that
meet the constraint on personal nouns within quotes



Character Proportion
“Kyuros” (male) 49.2% (507/1,030)
“Marie” (female) 39.8% (469/1,178)

Total 44.2% (976/2,208)

Table 4: Applicability of the Constraint on Personal
Nouns Within Quotes

were those that contained at least one personal noun
within the quote.

4 Gender Classification Model by BERT

In this section, we describe how to construct the
gender classification model, which is based on
a fine-tuned BERT-based gender-specific language
model (Devlin et al., 2019). Different linguistic
styles in the Japanese language convey the speaker’s
gender (Murai, 2018). Therefore, the linguistic style
of the utterance can be used to determine the gender
of the speaker. Our gender classification model takes
an utterance as input and outputs the classification
probability of the speaker’s gender. This model is
similar to the persona speaker probability model of
Miyazaki et al. (2021) used for filtering out inappro-
priate utterances with respect to the given persona.
The persona speaker probability model was trained
by collecting utterances from the set of personas. In
contrast to their method, we used utterances from a
large number of novels other than the target novel as
the training data to train the classification model.

4.1 First-Person Pronouns in the Japanese
Language

There are numerous types of personal pronouns
used in the Japanese language. Personal pronouns
in Japanese can approximately indicate various at-
tributes, such as gender, age, temperament, and
characters’ social status. Significantly, the first-
person pronouns “俺 (ore)” and “私 (watashi)” are
remarkably contrasting, with “俺 (ore)” being pri-
marily used by males and “私 (watashi)” being pri-
marily used by females. It is observed that words
commonly used by males frequently appear in ut-
terances containing “俺 (ore)”, and similarly, words
commonly used by females appear in utterances
containing “私 (watashi)”. Considering this, we con-
structed a dataset of utterances that included linguis-

tic expressions specific to genders, containing the
first-person pronouns “俺 (ore)” or “私 (watashi)”
from novels.

4.2 Collecting Quotes for Training the Gender
Classification Model

We used a novel posting site called “小説家になろ
う” (Aim to be a novelist)6 to gather utterances con-
taining the first-person pronouns “俺 (ore)” and “私
(watashi)”. We selected 2,000 novels and gathered
their text. We next applied the morphological anal-
ysis to the text using Sudachi7. Quotes in Japanese
text were represented “「” at the start and “」” at the
end, as present below:

「おはよう、マリー。」
(“Good morning, Marie.”)

Therefore, to extract quotes from the Japanese text,
we extracted string sequences starting with “「” and
ending with “」”. Furthermore, we selected quotes
that included the first-person pronouns “俺 (ore)” or
“私 (watashi)”. At this stage, we obtained 38,192
quotes that included “俺 (ore)” and 52,052 quotes
that included “私 (watashi)”. Then, quotes com-
posed of multiple sentences were decomposed ac-
cording to the symbols “。”,“?”, and “!” and were
regarded as multiple quotes8. By accumulating each
of those multiple quotes, we obtained 83,571 utter-
ances that had linguistic expressions closely related
to “俺 (ore)” (typical for males) and 118,997 utter-
ances that had linguistic expressions closely related
to “私 (watashi)” (typical for females).

4.3 Training the Gender Classification Model
In this research, we used a pre-trained BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) model for gender classification. Specif-
ically, we used Tohoku University’s Japanese ver-
sion of BERT-base9, which is trained on Japanese
Wikipedia10. This model consists of 12 layers,

6https://syosetu.com/
7https://github.com/WorksApplications/

Sudachi
8After decomposing the original single quote into multiple

quotes, it can happen that those constituent quotes may not in-
clude the first-person pronouns “俺 (ore)” or “私 (watashi)”.

9https://github.com/cl-tohoku/
bert-japanese

10We also evaluated a base-sized Japanese RoBERTa
model (Liu et al., 2019) of https://huggingface.



Figure 1: ROC Curves of the Gender Classification
Model for the Test Data (%) [The set typical for males
denoted as “ore” (male) and the set typical for females
denoted as “watashi” (female). The overall test data ac-
curacy is 77.1% and the AUC is 0.851 for both curves]

768 dimensions of hidden states, and 12 attention
heads. The first-person pronouns “俺 (ore)” and “私
(watashi)” of the input sentence were replaced with
the [MASK] token in both training and testing11.
For a total of 83,571 utterances that had linguistic
expressions closely related to “俺 (ore)” (typical for
male) and 118,997 utterances that have linguistic ex-
pressions closely related to “私 (watashi)” (typical
for female), the ratio of training, validation and test
data was 6:2:2. The model with the minimum vali-
dation loss was evaluated against the test data.

4.4 Evaluating the Gender Classification
Model

Figure 1 shows the ROC-curves of our gender
classification model for male (denoted as “ore”
(male), i.e., utterances that have linguistic expres-
sions closely related to “俺 (ore)” ) and for female
(denoted as “watashi” (female), i.e., utterances that
have linguistic expressions closely related to “私
(watashi)” ) for the test data, where the accuracy
of the overall test data is 77.1% and each of the
two curves has AUC of 0.851. Table 5 shows ex-
amples of probabilities by the gender classification
model. The utterances including “だぜ (daze)” are

co/rinna/japanese-roberta-base in the same task,
where the performance was almost similar to that of BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019).

11The performance with [MASK] token replacement was su-
perior to than that without [MASK] token replacement for both
training and testing.

identified as related to the first-person pronoun “俺
(ore)” (male). In contrast, the utterances includ-
ing “よ (yo)” are identified as related to the first-
person pronoun “私 (watashi)” (female), which is
consistent with the observation of Murai (2018). In
addition, the utterance with “お前 (omae)” which
is used primarily by males, and that with “あなた
(anata)” which is used primarily by females, are also
appropriately identified by our gender classification
model.

5 Speaker Alternation Constraint

In consecutive utterances in a novel, two speakers
usually take turns alternately. This observation is
represented in this section by the “speaker alterna-
tion constraint”, where we restricted the turns of the
speakers to constantly alternating. We also made a
minor modification to the speaker alternation con-
straint, where we defined a dialogue as a sequence of
utterances with no intervening narratives. This mod-
ification stems from the observation that when narra-
tives interrupt in the middle of utterances, the same
speaker is often consecutive. He et al. (2013) pro-
posed integrated classifier features for speaker iden-
tification with the speaker alternation constraint. In
contrast to He et al. (2013), we introduce the speaker
alternation constraint as the hard constraint in this
research, so that the results of speaker identification
strictly follow the constraint.

This constraint was satisfied for almost all the dia-
logues consisting only of utterances by “Marie” (fe-
male) and “Kyuros” (male), as shown in the upper
half of Table 3. More specifically, as mentioned in
section 3.2, as the target speakers in the novel for
evaluation, we considered only the two major char-
acters of the romance novel, “Marie” (female) and
“Kyuros” (male). In terms of the speaker alterna-
tion constraint, we only considered those two major
characters.

Let A and B be the two speakers for which we
consider the speaker alternation constraint. Given
an utterance sequence (U1, U2, . . .) and suppose that
(S1, S2 . . .) is the speaker sequence of (U1, U2, . . .),
then under the speaker alternation constraint, we
considered only the following two types of speaker



Example Sentences
Probability of the Model

“俺 (ore)” “私 (watashi)”
(typically for male) (typically for female)

俺のものだぜ ore no mono da ze (It’s mine) 0.965 0.035
私のものよ watashi no mono yo (It’s mine) 0.005 0.995

お前の名前は? omae no namae wa ? (What is your name?) 0.769 0.231
あなたの名前は? anata no namae wa ? (What is your name?) 0.083 0.917

Table 5: Examples of the Probabilities by the Gender Classification Model

Personal Nouns
(Japanese/pronunciation/English)

# of times the quotes including
the personal noun occurrences judged by

the gender classification model Total
Marie

(female)
Kyuros
(male)

わたし/“watashi”/I
(only used by Marie)

215 (100.0%) 0 (0.0%) 215

マリー/“mari”/Marie
(mostly used by Kyuros)

19 (8.9%) 194 (91.1%) 213

俺/“ore”/I
(only used by Kyuros)

3 (1.7%) 174 (98.3%) 177

君/“kimi”/you
(only used by Kyuros)

40 (33.1%) 81 (66.9%) 121

ミオ/“mio”/Mio
(used by both Marie and Kyuros)

41 (54.7%) 34 (45.3%) 75

Table 6: Examples of the Personal Nouns and # of Times their Occurrences Judged by the Gender Classification Model

sequences:

(S1, S2, S3, . . .) = (A,B,A, . . .)

(S1, S2, S3, . . .) = (B,A,B, . . .)

Here, the probability of the speaker sequence
of the utterance sequence (U1, U2, . . . , Un) being
(S1, S2, . . . , Sn) by the gender classification model
Pg is given as below:

Pg((U1, U2, . . .), (S1, S2, . . .)) =
i=n∏
i=1

Pg(Ui, Si)

Therefore, we compared the two probabilities be-
low:

Pg((U1, U2, . . .), (A,B,A, . . .))

Pg((U1, U2, . . .), (B,A,B, . . .))

As the result of the gender classification model and
the speaker alternation constraint, the speaker se-
quence with the higher probability was chosen.

In the evaluation, the speaker alternation con-
straint was applied to the 902 utterances of dialogues

only by “Marie” (female) and “Kyuros” (male) in
the upper half of Table 3.

6 Constraint on Personal Nouns Within
Quotes

Personal nouns, as well as Japanese suffixes rep-
resenting politeness such as “君 (kun)” and “さ
ん (san)” within utterances, often help readers in
identifying the speaker. As shown in Table 6, the
first-person pronoun “わたし (watashi)” was only
used by “Marie” (female), whereas the first-person
pronoun “俺 (ore)” was only used by “Kyuros”
(male). Furthermore, the second-person pronoun
“君 (kimi)” was only used by “Kyuros” (male).
However, as in Table 6, according to the gender
classification model, 33% of the utterances includ-
ing “君 (kimi)” were incorrectly judged as uttered
by “Marie” (female). To correct those 33% error
cases, we introduced the score QG+PN (U, S) of the
speaker of the utterance U to be S by the gender
classification model adjusted by the constraint of the
personal nouns within quotes as shown below:

QG+PN (U, S) = Pg(U, S) + α

m∑
k=1

rg(nk, S) (1)



Figure 2: Evaluation Results for 902 Utterances in the
Upper Half of Table 3 Consisting of Utterances Only by
Marie (female) and Kyuros (male) (gender: gender clas-
sification model, +personal nouns: gender classification
model + the constraint on personal nouns within quotes,
+alternation: gender classification model + the speaker
alternation constraint)

where Pg is the probability of the gender classifi-
cation model, n1, n2, . . . nm represent the m kinds
of personal nouns within the utterance U , rg(nk, S)
represents the proportion of utterances classified by
the gender classification model as speaker S out of
the total utterances containing the personal noun nk,
and α = 0.895 is a hyper-parameter to be optimized
with accuracy through 10-fold cross-validation. The
intuitive motivation of the formula (1) is to revise
the probability Pg(U, S) of the gender classification
model by adding the proportion rg(nk, S) of utter-
ances classified by the gender classification model
for all of the personal nouns n1, n2, . . . nm within
the utterance U .

For example, suppose the utterance U includes
the second-person pronoun “君 (kimi)”. Then, the
score QG+PN (U, S) for S =“Marie” (female) and
S =“Kyuros” (male) can be represented as follows:

QG+PN (U, S = “Marie” (female)) = Pg(U, S)

+αrg(“君 (kimi)”, S) (rg = 0.331)

QG+PN (U, S = “Kyuros” (male)) = Pg(U, S)

+αrg(“君 (kimi)”, S) (rg = 0.669)

Thus, even if in some cases, Pg(U, S =
“Marie” (female)) > Pg(U, S = “Kyuros” (male)),
by adding αrg(“君 (kimi)”, S = “Kyuros” (male))

Figure 3: Evaluation Results for 1,306 Utterances [by
Marie (female) and Kyuros (male)] in the Lower Half of
Table 3 (gender: gender classification model, +personal
nouns: gender classification model + the constraint on
personal nouns within quotes)

(=0.895 × 0.669) to Pg(U, S=“Kyuros” (male)),
finally QG+PN (U, S = “Kyuros” (male)) becomes
greater than QG+PN (U, S=“Marie” (female)), then
the classification error by the gender classification
model can be recovered.

7 Evaluation

We used the dataset of utterances from two major
characters described in section 3 for the evaluation
experiment. When the gender classification model
categorized an utterance as male, it was labeled as
“Kyuros” (male), and when it classified an utterance
as female, it was labeled as “Marie” (female).

Figure 2 shows the accuracy of the gender classi-
fication model (denoted as gender), the gender clas-
sification model + the constraint on personal nouns
within quotes (denoted as +personal nouns), and
the gender classification model + the speaker al-
ternation constraint (denoted as +alternation) for
902 utterances in the upper half of Table 3 con-
sisting of utterances only by “Marie” (female) and
“Kyuros” (male). The gender classification model
that was trained using an automatically collected
dataset achieved an accuracy of 87.9% for the clas-
sification of the two main characters of the target
novel. Both the speaker alternation constraint and
the constraint on personal nouns within quotes were
found to improve the classification performance.
The speaker alternation constraint was satisfied for



Additional Constraints
Applicable
Utterances

Classification Error
before Application

After Application
Improved Damaged

Speaker Alternation Constraint 902 109 (12.1%) 106 (11.8%) 4 (0.4%)
Constraint on Personal Nouns within Quotes 976 82 (8.4%) 31 (3.2%) 5 (0.5%)

Table 7: Detailed Analysis of the Performance of Each Constraint

Example Sentences Speaker
Probability of the Model corrected by

constraintsMarie (female) Kyuros (male)
どういたしまして。これは余り
do, itashi mashite. kore wa amari

(You are welcome. This is a surplus.)
Kyuros 0.812 0.188

corrected by the speaker
alternation constraint

さあ、マリー
saa Marie (Here, Marie)

Kyuros 0.512 0.487
corrected by the constraint

on personal nouns within quotes

Table 8: Examples of Classification Error by the Gender Classification Model and Corrected by the Speaker Alterna-
tion Constraint / the Constraint on Personal Nouns Within Quotes

almost all cases, as shown in the upper half of Ta-
ble 3. Because of this high rate, the speaker alter-
nation constraint achieved an almost perfect accu-
racy of 99.2%. However, the constraint on personal
nouns within quotes slightly improved the accuracy
of the gender classification model by just 1.9 points.

The evaluation results for 1,306 utterances by
“Marie” (female) and “Kyuros” (male) in the lower
half of Table 3 are also shown in Figure 3, where
we did not apply the speaker alternation constraint
because those dialogues included characters other
than “Marie” (female) and “Kyuros” (male). Their
evaluation results are mostly similar to those in Fig-
ure 2, where the constraint on personal nouns within
quotes slightly improved the accuracy of the gender
classification model.

Table 7 shows a detailed analysis of each con-
straint’s performance. As shown in Tables 3 and 4,
the proportion of utterances to which each constraint
is applicable was not insignificant. However, the
performance of the gender classification model was
relatively high. Table 7 shows that the proportion
of classification error before the application of each
constraint was not particularly high. Therefore, the
improvement that can be achieved by each constraint
was also relatively insignificant.

Table 8 shows examples of classification errors by
the gender classification model, where those errors
were corrected by the speaker alternation constraint
or the constraint on personal nouns within quotes.
As in the first example, utterances containing hon-
orifics that are used regardless of gender, such as

sentence-final auxiliary verbs “です (desu)” and “ま
す (masu)”, have a higher probability of being clas-
sified as utterances by a female. The first example
contains a conjugation form “まして (mashite)” of “
ます (masu)” and causes a classification error. This
example is corrected by the speaker alternation con-
straint. Next, the second example consists of only
a few words or lacks linguistic features that indicate
gender and is incorrectly classified. This example,
however, contains the personal noun “Marie” within
the quote, which enables it to be correctly classified
as an utterance by “Kyuros” (male).

8 Concluding Remarks

This research described a method for constructing a
novel dataset by automatically collecting sentences
having gender characteristics using first-person pro-
nouns as a cue and a gender classification model
trained on the dataset. This gender classification
model shows high classification performance in the
male and female speaker classification, indicating
that gender-specific linguistic features contribute
to the speaker identification task in Japanese nov-
els. Additionally, we found incorporating personal
nouns within the utterance and the preceding and
following utterances increased the classification per-
formance in Japanese novels, as in the case of En-
glish novels reported in previous studies (O’Keefe
et al., 2012; Muzny et al., 2017). Although the per-
formance of the gender classification model was rel-
atively high, our task setting of speaker identifica-
tion was limited to the two major characters of the



romance novel. Our future work includes develop-
ing a speaker identification model that links all utter-
ances to appropriate speakers using the classification
probability by the gender classification model as one
feature. It is also necessary to broaden the dataset to
a more diverse set of contemporary novels.
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